Manually Specified Font Substitution

**DID YOU KNOW . . .** you can specify fonts for substitution if the font you use for text in layouts is not found on another computer?

**What Manually Specified Font Substitution Gives You**
- Overcome missing font problems
- Ability to specify the font to substitute for a missing font
- Automatic font substitution used when no substitution specification is made

![Example of font substitution](image)

Automatic substitution will take place for Arial bold. If not found, Arial bold will be replaced by Helvetica bold automatically.

In the illustration above, the fonts specified are shown as part of the string expression in each record of the corresponding field.

How to Specify Fonts
- Specify the fonts to substitute for the missing font as `{~Ffontname1,fontname2,fontname3}` when entering the text.
- Let TNT products do the font substitution automatically when fonts to substitute for missing fonts are not specified.
- If none of fonts specified manually or substituted automatically are found, font specified for TNT user interface is substituted.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

See the Technical Guide entitled:
Font Substitution in the TNT Products